
• Use the built-in Google URL Shortener integration so you can track 
your social media click-throughs.

• Set up an “auto-pilot” marketing and communications campaign to 
schedule outgoing tweets during a conference.

• Establish social media boundaries and give your sta� the freedom to 
work within them.

Impact: Personal engagement with results

Brian immediately saw how the Avectra Social Console’s Direct Message 
(DM) Responder would make it easier for SOCAP to connect with Twitter 
followers on a regular basis without taking so much time.

Using the DM Responder he set up an automated drip campaign. 

• Two days after someone follows SOCAP on Twitter, the DM Responder 
sends a welcome message with a link to download a white paper.
• At seven days, the new follower receives a link to a free recording of a 
webinar, usually a members-only benefit.
• At 14 days, they receive a discount code for an upcoming conference 
or a free ticket to a live webinar.

In less than six months using the Avectra Social Console’s DM Responder, 
SOCAP has converted eight new followers into new members. “We got 
immediate ROI with the Social Console without any additional work. In 
fact, it’s liberated sta� resources by automating and simplifying our 
processes.”

Brian advises Social Console users to “make sure the nuggets you o�er to 
drip campaign targets are really good, or you’ll come o� as sleazy. Go into 
it with a ‘here’s how we can help you’ mindset.”

Impact: Improved workflow and productivity

The Avectra Social Console made life much easier for SOCAP sta�. Now all 
their social media accounts are consolidated in the Console dashboard. No 
longer must they rely on di�erent tools for publishing, conversation, 
monitoring, and analytics.

Each social media account can be configured and managed independently 
from one dashboard. Sta� is assigned the appropriate authority to publish 
posts with or without approval. SOCAP has as much control as they need 
to maintain their online image, yet remains flexible enough to nimbly 
function in a social environment. 

Before Social Console, only education sta� used social media, but now the 
entire organization participates. “It’s much easier to orient sta� to our 
social media program now that we use only one tool.”

Each of the SOCAP sta� has a unique dashboard that hones in on the 
conversations most critical to their department using keyword trackers 
that crawl the web, Facebook, and Twitter. “We can also attach tweets and 
other social content to member records, giving us a fuller picture of each 
member’s needs, interests, issues, or praises.”

Impact: New knowledge about members

The Avectra Social Console has made it easier for SOCAP to be part of 
their online member community where they listen in on social 
conversations and learn how to be more relevant to their members.

Brian says, “Social Console busted our assumptions by identifying a new 
group of influencers. We thought we knew who our online influencers 
were. But what we found is that the members who engage with us in 
person—at events, conferences, and meetings—are very di�erent than the 
members who engage with us online.”

5 Ways to Use DM 
Responder with Members
1. Every four months ask for 
feedback on specific aspects of 
their membership. 

2. To help with decisions about 
content or advocacy, share links to 
quick polls.

3. One month before renewal, tell 
members how to renew online.

4. If you have su�cient data to 
target members by interest, send 
links to pertinent online community 
discussions or resources.

5. Share pre-conference resources 
with registrants.

6. Bonus tip: Don’t overuse and 
abuse the DM feature. Be helpful, 
not spammy.

The Once Impossible Becomes a Reality with 
Avectra Social Console

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

SOCAP International welcomes new online engagement and 
business intelligence
 
SOCAP International (the Society of Consumer A�airs Professionals), a 
professional society based in Alexandria, VA, represents a global 
community of customer care professionals across a wide range of 
industries. SOCAP’s tagline, “Customer Relationship Experts,” speaks 
volumes about the value the organization places on building relationships, 
including how to leverage technology to become member relationship 
experts too. 

SOCAP’s seven full-time sta� serves more than 2,700 customer care 
professionals from over 170 companies. For several years, SOCAP has 
encouraged its members to learn how to use social media to engage with 
customers in social spaces. Brian Cheung, SOCAP’s Manager of Marketing 
and Communications, says, “Social is our members’ new reality. They look 
to us for basic social media guidance. We need to be in there with them, 
providing value and showing our members how to get the best ROI from 
social media.” 

Challenge: Relevance in members’ new social reality 

SOCAP soon learned it’s di�cult to be a social media model when your 
small sta� is already stretched to its limits. Brian used to spend 15-20 
percent of his day just managing social media – tracking keywords and 
conversations, and trying to engage members and prospects. Was that 
e�ort sustainable?

Because SOCAP’s sta� couldn’t constantly monitor social media, Brian 
feared they’d miss a critical tweet or update. Large brands, like many of 
SOCAP’s own members, have set high expectations for customer service 
in the social space. “The target response time for tweets in Fortune 500 
companies is four hours, compared to 24 hours for emails. That’s what our 
members now expect.” How many associations can meet those new 
expectations?

Challenge: Complicated social toolkit and workflow

To manage multiple social media accounts and passwords, Brian used a 
mix of tools for publishing, conversation, monitoring, and analytics 
because each tool had its strengths. Permissions, approvals, and 
scheduling had to be managed manually because sta� had varying levels 
of authority to publish. 

Training was challenging and Brian knew that succession issues likely 
loomed. It seemed impossible to have a su�cient amount of control, yet 
still remain flexible enough to operate in a social environment.

Avectra Social Console to the rescue

When the Avectra Social Console was released as part of the Avectra 
Social CRM suite, SOCAP saw it as a solution to many of their problems 
and jumped on board quickly. Brian worked closely with the Avectra team 
to integrate the Social Console into their workflow. “Avectra gave me a lot 
of good advice when we first started using Social Console.” 

• Monitor more than your association's name and acronym. Consider 
tracking your certification, publications, major events, chair's name, 
CEO's name, competitors, and legislation you're advocating for or 
against.

The members who come to SOCAP events are often at a di�erent career 
or organizational level than those whom they engage online. SOCAP is not 
only identifying new online influencers, but discovering that their interests 
are di�erent than the in-person network. “We can’t always take what we 
learn from population A and apply it to population B.”

Impact: Freedom to pursue more strategic initiatives

When SOCAP implemented netFORUM, Avectra’s membership 
management solution, a few years ago, they discovered quickly how it 
made routine operational tasks easier to do, like running badges for 
conferences, speaker management, and event registration. Member’s lives 
also became much easier with a single log-in for the website, store, and 
registration.  

More importantly, Brian says, “netFORUM gives us the ability to have a 
wider view of data and to dig down deep into it. We segment and test 
messages, and track the success of our e-marketing. We know which 
content is most appealing to various membership segments, and apply 
that knowledge to conference programming and publications.”

He adds, “We’re now deepening that business intelligence with what we’re 
learning from Social Console analytics about our social media content. Our 
sta� loves the daily e-mail reports they get about keywords they’re 
tracking, what’s resonating with members, and other social media updates. 
Our CEO reads his on his mobile every morning.”

Avectra: From the great unknown to knowing we’re great

Before SOCAP purchased Avectra’s membership management solution, 
Brian admits he was a bit unsure. “It’s always tricky with new procurement. 
You deal with the marketing and sales people to get you on board, but 
then enter the great unknown after signing the contract.”

He needn’t have worried. Brian says, “The great thing about working with 
Avectra is that their tech folks are visible and public. I always feel listened 
to. The channels of communication are a lot more open, and our feedback 
is constantly heard, even about the smallest issues.”

“I never hesitate to bring up any concerns because I feel Avectra genuinely 
cares about what we have to say and the di�culties we’re encountering, 
whether it’s procedural or strategic.”

SOCAP anticipates an exciting future 

Brian is most excited about a feature SOCAP hasn’t yet implemented: the 
social profile discovery tool. It will help them find members on social 
platforms and import their social data directly into netFORUM. 

“We won’t have to rely on members giving us their social handles. We can 
be proactive in connecting the various dots—seeing where they’re 
engaged and what they’re talking about. We can deepen our engagement 
with them and encourage them to deepen their engagement with us.”

“From an organizational perspective we’re barely scratching the surface of 
what we can do with netFORUM and the Social Console,” says Brian. 
“Every build brings new features that make our day-to-day operations 
easier and gives us new levels of functionality. We have a continuously 
growing list of great things we can accomplish because Avectra opens up 
time for us to explore even more capabilities.”



• Use the built-in Google URL Shortener integration so you can track 
your social media click-throughs.

• Set up an “auto-pilot” marketing and communications campaign to 
schedule outgoing tweets during a conference.

• Establish social media boundaries and give your sta� the freedom to 
work within them.

Impact: Personal engagement with results

Brian immediately saw how the Avectra Social Console’s Direct Message 
(DM) Responder would make it easier for SOCAP to connect with Twitter 
followers on a regular basis without taking so much time.

Using the DM Responder he set up an automated drip campaign. 

• Two days after someone follows SOCAP on Twitter, the DM Responder 
sends a welcome message with a link to download a white paper.
• At seven days, the new follower receives a link to a free recording of a 
webinar, usually a members-only benefit.
• At 14 days, they receive a discount code for an upcoming conference 
or a free ticket to a live webinar.

In less than six months using the Avectra Social Console’s DM Responder, 
SOCAP has converted eight new followers into new members. “We got 
immediate ROI with the Social Console without any additional work. In 
fact, it’s liberated sta� resources by automating and simplifying our 
processes.”

Brian advises Social Console users to “make sure the nuggets you o�er to 
drip campaign targets are really good, or you’ll come o� as sleazy. Go into 
it with a ‘here’s how we can help you’ mindset.”

Impact: Improved workflow and productivity

The Avectra Social Console made life much easier for SOCAP sta�. Now all 
their social media accounts are consolidated in the Console dashboard. No 
longer must they rely on di�erent tools for publishing, conversation, 
monitoring, and analytics.

Each social media account can be configured and managed independently 
from one dashboard. Sta� is assigned the appropriate authority to publish 
posts with or without approval. SOCAP has as much control as they need 
to maintain their online image, yet remains flexible enough to nimbly 
function in a social environment. 

Before Social Console, only education sta� used social media, but now the 
entire organization participates. “It’s much easier to orient sta� to our 
social media program now that we use only one tool.”

Each of the SOCAP sta� has a unique dashboard that hones in on the 
conversations most critical to their department using keyword trackers 
that crawl the web, Facebook, and Twitter. “We can also attach tweets and 
other social content to member records, giving us a fuller picture of each 
member’s needs, interests, issues, or praises.”

Impact: New knowledge about members

The Avectra Social Console has made it easier for SOCAP to be part of 
their online member community where they listen in on social 
conversations and learn how to be more relevant to their members.

Brian says, “Social Console busted our assumptions by identifying a new 
group of influencers. We thought we knew who our online influencers 
were. But what we found is that the members who engage with us in 
person—at events, conferences, and meetings—are very di�erent than the 
members who engage with us online.”

SOCAP International welcomes new online engagement and 
business intelligence
 
SOCAP International (the Society of Consumer A�airs Professionals), a 
professional society based in Alexandria, VA, represents a global 
community of customer care professionals across a wide range of 
industries. SOCAP’s tagline, “Customer Relationship Experts,” speaks 
volumes about the value the organization places on building relationships, 
including how to leverage technology to become member relationship 
experts too. 

SOCAP’s seven full-time sta� serves more than 2,700 customer care 
professionals from over 170 companies. For several years, SOCAP has 
encouraged its members to learn how to use social media to engage with 
customers in social spaces. Brian Cheung, SOCAP’s Manager of Marketing 
and Communications, says, “Social is our members’ new reality. They look 
to us for basic social media guidance. We need to be in there with them, 
providing value and showing our members how to get the best ROI from 
social media.” 

Challenge: Relevance in members’ new social reality 

SOCAP soon learned it’s di�cult to be a social media model when your 
small sta� is already stretched to its limits. Brian used to spend 15-20 
percent of his day just managing social media – tracking keywords and 
conversations, and trying to engage members and prospects. Was that 
e�ort sustainable?

Because SOCAP’s sta� couldn’t constantly monitor social media, Brian 
feared they’d miss a critical tweet or update. Large brands, like many of 
SOCAP’s own members, have set high expectations for customer service 
in the social space. “The target response time for tweets in Fortune 500 
companies is four hours, compared to 24 hours for emails. That’s what our 
members now expect.” How many associations can meet those new 
expectations?

Challenge: Complicated social toolkit and workflow

To manage multiple social media accounts and passwords, Brian used a 
mix of tools for publishing, conversation, monitoring, and analytics 
because each tool had its strengths. Permissions, approvals, and 
scheduling had to be managed manually because sta� had varying levels 
of authority to publish. 

Training was challenging and Brian knew that succession issues likely 
loomed. It seemed impossible to have a su�cient amount of control, yet 
still remain flexible enough to operate in a social environment.

Avectra Social Console to the rescue

When the Avectra Social Console was released as part of the Avectra 
Social CRM suite, SOCAP saw it as a solution to many of their problems 
and jumped on board quickly. Brian worked closely with the Avectra team 
to integrate the Social Console into their workflow. “Avectra gave me a lot 
of good advice when we first started using Social Console.” 

• Monitor more than your association's name and acronym. Consider 
tracking your certification, publications, major events, chair's name, 
CEO's name, competitors, and legislation you're advocating for or 
against.

Every build of 
netFORUM brings 
new features that make 
our day-to-day 
operations easier and 
gives us new levels of 
functionality. We have 
a continuously 
growing list of great 
things we can 
accomplish because 
netFORUM opens up 
time for us to explore 
even more capabilities.

The members who come to SOCAP events are often at a di�erent career 
or organizational level than those whom they engage online. SOCAP is not 
only identifying new online influencers, but discovering that their interests 
are di�erent than the in-person network. “We can’t always take what we 
learn from population A and apply it to population B.”

Impact: Freedom to pursue more strategic initiatives

When SOCAP implemented netFORUM, Avectra’s membership 
management solution, a few years ago, they discovered quickly how it 
made routine operational tasks easier to do, like running badges for 
conferences, speaker management, and event registration. Member’s lives 
also became much easier with a single log-in for the website, store, and 
registration.  

More importantly, Brian says, “netFORUM gives us the ability to have a 
wider view of data and to dig down deep into it. We segment and test 
messages, and track the success of our e-marketing. We know which 
content is most appealing to various membership segments, and apply 
that knowledge to conference programming and publications.”

He adds, “We’re now deepening that business intelligence with what we’re 
learning from Social Console analytics about our social media content. Our 
sta� loves the daily e-mail reports they get about keywords they’re 
tracking, what’s resonating with members, and other social media updates. 
Our CEO reads his on his mobile every morning.”

Avectra: From the great unknown to knowing we’re great

Before SOCAP purchased Avectra’s membership management solution, 
Brian admits he was a bit unsure. “It’s always tricky with new procurement. 
You deal with the marketing and sales people to get you on board, but 
then enter the great unknown after signing the contract.”

He needn’t have worried. Brian says, “The great thing about working with 
Avectra is that their tech folks are visible and public. I always feel listened 
to. The channels of communication are a lot more open, and our feedback 
is constantly heard, even about the smallest issues.”

“I never hesitate to bring up any concerns because I feel Avectra genuinely 
cares about what we have to say and the di�culties we’re encountering, 
whether it’s procedural or strategic.”

SOCAP anticipates an exciting future 

Brian is most excited about a feature SOCAP hasn’t yet implemented: the 
social profile discovery tool. It will help them find members on social 
platforms and import their social data directly into netFORUM. 

“We won’t have to rely on members giving us their social handles. We can 
be proactive in connecting the various dots—seeing where they’re 
engaged and what they’re talking about. We can deepen our engagement 
with them and encourage them to deepen their engagement with us.”

“From an organizational perspective we’re barely scratching the surface of 
what we can do with netFORUM and the Social Console,” says Brian. 
“Every build brings new features that make our day-to-day operations 
easier and gives us new levels of functionality. We have a continuously 
growing list of great things we can accomplish because Avectra opens up 
time for us to explore even more capabilities.”



• Use the built-in Google URL Shortener integration so you can track 
your social media click-throughs.

• Set up an “auto-pilot” marketing and communications campaign to 
schedule outgoing tweets during a conference.

• Establish social media boundaries and give your sta� the freedom to 
work within them.

Impact: Personal engagement with results

Brian immediately saw how the Avectra Social Console’s Direct Message 
(DM) Responder would make it easier for SOCAP to connect with Twitter 
followers on a regular basis without taking so much time.

Using the DM Responder he set up an automated drip campaign. 

• Two days after someone follows SOCAP on Twitter, the DM Responder 
sends a welcome message with a link to download a white paper.
• At seven days, the new follower receives a link to a free recording of a 
webinar, usually a members-only benefit.
• At 14 days, they receive a discount code for an upcoming conference 
or a free ticket to a live webinar.

In less than six months using the Avectra Social Console’s DM Responder, 
SOCAP has converted eight new followers into new members. “We got 
immediate ROI with the Social Console without any additional work. In 
fact, it’s liberated sta� resources by automating and simplifying our 
processes.”

Brian advises Social Console users to “make sure the nuggets you o�er to 
drip campaign targets are really good, or you’ll come o� as sleazy. Go into 
it with a ‘here’s how we can help you’ mindset.”

Impact: Improved workflow and productivity

The Avectra Social Console made life much easier for SOCAP sta�. Now all 
their social media accounts are consolidated in the Console dashboard. No 
longer must they rely on di�erent tools for publishing, conversation, 
monitoring, and analytics.

Each social media account can be configured and managed independently 
from one dashboard. Sta� is assigned the appropriate authority to publish 
posts with or without approval. SOCAP has as much control as they need 
to maintain their online image, yet remains flexible enough to nimbly 
function in a social environment. 

Before Social Console, only education sta� used social media, but now the 
entire organization participates. “It’s much easier to orient sta� to our 
social media program now that we use only one tool.”

Each of the SOCAP sta� has a unique dashboard that hones in on the 
conversations most critical to their department using keyword trackers 
that crawl the web, Facebook, and Twitter. “We can also attach tweets and 
other social content to member records, giving us a fuller picture of each 
member’s needs, interests, issues, or praises.”

Impact: New knowledge about members
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conversations and learn how to be more relevant to their members.
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were. But what we found is that the members who engage with us in 
person—at events, conferences, and meetings—are very di�erent than the 
members who engage with us online.”
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industries. SOCAP’s tagline, “Customer Relationship Experts,” speaks 
volumes about the value the organization places on building relationships, 
including how to leverage technology to become member relationship 
experts too. 

SOCAP’s seven full-time sta� serves more than 2,700 customer care 
professionals from over 170 companies. For several years, SOCAP has 
encouraged its members to learn how to use social media to engage with 
customers in social spaces. Brian Cheung, SOCAP’s Manager of Marketing 
and Communications, says, “Social is our members’ new reality. They look 
to us for basic social media guidance. We need to be in there with them, 
providing value and showing our members how to get the best ROI from 
social media.” 

Challenge: Relevance in members’ new social reality 

SOCAP soon learned it’s di�cult to be a social media model when your 
small sta� is already stretched to its limits. Brian used to spend 15-20 
percent of his day just managing social media – tracking keywords and 
conversations, and trying to engage members and prospects. Was that 
e�ort sustainable?

Because SOCAP’s sta� couldn’t constantly monitor social media, Brian 
feared they’d miss a critical tweet or update. Large brands, like many of 
SOCAP’s own members, have set high expectations for customer service 
in the social space. “The target response time for tweets in Fortune 500 
companies is four hours, compared to 24 hours for emails. That’s what our 
members now expect.” How many associations can meet those new 
expectations?

Challenge: Complicated social toolkit and workflow

To manage multiple social media accounts and passwords, Brian used a 
mix of tools for publishing, conversation, monitoring, and analytics 
because each tool had its strengths. Permissions, approvals, and 
scheduling had to be managed manually because sta� had varying levels 
of authority to publish. 

Training was challenging and Brian knew that succession issues likely 
loomed. It seemed impossible to have a su�cient amount of control, yet 
still remain flexible enough to operate in a social environment.

Avectra Social Console to the rescue

When the Avectra Social Console was released as part of the Avectra 
Social CRM suite, SOCAP saw it as a solution to many of their problems 
and jumped on board quickly. Brian worked closely with the Avectra team 
to integrate the Social Console into their workflow. “Avectra gave me a lot 
of good advice when we first started using Social Console.” 

• Monitor more than your association's name and acronym. Consider 
tracking your certification, publications, major events, chair's name, 
CEO's name, competitors, and legislation you're advocating for or 
against.
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The members who come to SOCAP events are often at a di�erent career 
or organizational level than those whom they engage online. SOCAP is not 
only identifying new online influencers, but discovering that their interests 
are di�erent than the in-person network. “We can’t always take what we 
learn from population A and apply it to population B.”

Impact: Freedom to pursue more strategic initiatives

When SOCAP implemented netFORUM, Avectra’s membership 
management solution, a few years ago, they discovered quickly how it 
made routine operational tasks easier to do, like running badges for 
conferences, speaker management, and event registration. Member’s lives 
also became much easier with a single log-in for the website, store, and 
registration.  

More importantly, Brian says, “netFORUM gives us the ability to have a 
wider view of data and to dig down deep into it. We segment and test 
messages, and track the success of our e-marketing. We know which 
content is most appealing to various membership segments, and apply 
that knowledge to conference programming and publications.”

He adds, “We’re now deepening that business intelligence with what we’re 
learning from Social Console analytics about our social media content. Our 
sta� loves the daily e-mail reports they get about keywords they’re 
tracking, what’s resonating with members, and other social media updates. 
Our CEO reads his on his mobile every morning.”

Avectra: From the great unknown to knowing we’re great

Before SOCAP purchased Avectra’s membership management solution, 
Brian admits he was a bit unsure. “It’s always tricky with new procurement. 
You deal with the marketing and sales people to get you on board, but 
then enter the great unknown after signing the contract.”

He needn’t have worried. Brian says, “The great thing about working with 
Avectra is that their tech folks are visible and public. I always feel listened 
to. The channels of communication are a lot more open, and our feedback 
is constantly heard, even about the smallest issues.”

“I never hesitate to bring up any concerns because I feel Avectra genuinely 
cares about what we have to say and the di�culties we’re encountering, 
whether it’s procedural or strategic.”

SOCAP anticipates an exciting future 

Brian is most excited about a feature SOCAP hasn’t yet implemented: the 
social profile discovery tool. It will help them find members on social 
platforms and import their social data directly into netFORUM. 

“We won’t have to rely on members giving us their social handles. We can 
be proactive in connecting the various dots—seeing where they’re 
engaged and what they’re talking about. We can deepen our engagement 
with them and encourage them to deepen their engagement with us.”

“From an organizational perspective we’re barely scratching the surface of 
what we can do with netFORUM and the Social Console,” says Brian. 
“Every build brings new features that make our day-to-day operations 
easier and gives us new levels of functionality. We have a continuously 
growing list of great things we can accomplish because Avectra opens up 
time for us to explore even more capabilities.”


